
CHAPTER 3 BEDROCK AND QUATERNARY
GEOLOGY

BEDROCK GEOLOGY

The bedrock geology of the Babine porphyry district
was recently described by MacIntyre (1998, 2001a) and
MacIntyre et al. (1996, 1997, 2001a) and is only briefly
summarized here. Asimplified bedrock geology map of the
area is provided in Figure 10.

The Babine porphyry district lies within the Stikine
Terrane of the Intermontane tectonic belt. Stikinia is com-
prised of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Early Devonian
to Middle Jurassic age, and related plutonic rocks. The old-
est rocks in the area are Early Permian limestones of the
Asitka Group which probably formed as carbonate fringes
around volcanic islands. Basalt, andesite and marine sedi-
mentary rocks of the overlying Late Triassic Takla Group
were also deposited in an island arc regime. An extensive,
Early to Middle Jurassic, calcalkaline volcanic arc is repre-
sented by the Hazelton Group, which includes the Telkwa,
Nilkitkwa and Smithers Formations and the Saddle Hill
volcanics. The Topley granitics were intruded in the Late
Triassic to Early Jurassic and the generally more mafic
Spike Peak intrusive Suite is Early to Middle Jurassic in age.

Tectonic uplift and the development of the Skeena Arch
occurred in the Middle Jurassic as a result of collision be-
tween Stikinia and the Cache Creek Terrane to the east. De-
position of Bowser Lake Group sediments (Ashman and
Trout Creek formations) occurred to the north in the Bowser
Basin during the Middle to Late Jurassic as uplift and ero-
sion of the Skeena Arch continued. In the Early Cretaceous,
Skeena Group sediments were deposited in fault controlled
basins along the southern margin of the Bowser Basin. Early
to Late Cretaceous rocks in the Babine area include mainly
clastics of the Skeena Group (Kitsuns Creek Formation,
Hanawald conglomerate, Kitsumkalum shale, Red Rose
Formation) and Sustut Group (Tango Creek Formation).
The Rocky Ridge volcanics erupted at this t ime
(mid-Cretaceous) in a submarine setting along the southern
periphery of the Bowser Basin. Felsic volcanic centres, such
as a series of rhyolite domes in the Old Fort Mountain area,
also occur within the Rocky Ridge Formation. This bimodal
submarine volcanic environment is considered to be favour-
able for the formation of VMS and Eskay Creek type sub-
aqueous hotspring deposits (MacIntyre, 2001b).

Uplift of the Coast Range in the mid-Cretaceous, due to
a major plate collision, resulted in extensive deformation.
Volcanic rocks of the Kasalka Group and Ootsa Lake Group
(Newman volcanics) record a calcalkaline volcanic arc that
resulted from subduction of oceanic crust along the leading
edge of the North American plate from Late Cretaceous to
Eocene times. Plutonic rocks associated with these conti-
nental volcanic arcs include the middle to Late Cretaceous
Bulkley intrusions and the Eocene Babine intrusions. Sev-
eral significant porphyry copper and molybdenum deposits
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Figure 10. Generalized bedrock geology of the Babine copper
district (after MacIntyre and Villeneuve 2001). The Babine and
Bulkley intrusives are the main source of porphyry copper
mineralization in the region, especially where they intrude the
Hazelton Group. Gold anomalies in till also occur in spatial
association with these intrusives as well as with the Ootsa Group.



occur in association with these intrusive rocks, as well as
other mineral deposit-types, such as mesothermal veins.

Extensional tectonics in the Eocene resulted in wide-
spread extrusion of basaltic lavas of the Endako Group. A
bas in-and- range geomorphology resu l ted f rom
transtensional tectonics that began in the Late Eocene.
Northwest-trending grabens and horsts containing Eocene
and younger strata were most recently displaced along right
lateral transcurrent faults with associated tilting of fault
blocks to the southeast (MacIntyre et al., 1996, 1997; Mac-
Intyre, 1998).

QUATERNARY GEOLOGY

Discussions of the Quaternary geology of the Babine
porphyry copper district have been provided by Levson et
al. (1997a, 1998) and more recently by Levson (2001a).
This discussion of the Quaternary geology follows these
previous works but focuses mainly on aspects relevant to the
interpretation of till geochemical data. Quaternary sedi-
ments are discussed in a stratigraphic context from oldest to
youngest. Representative stratigraphic sections of the area
are provided in Figure 11. Additional details on the Quater-
nary stratigraphy of the area can be found in the above refer-
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Figure 11. Representative stratigraphic sections of late Quaternary sediments in the study area (see Figure 1 for locations and Figure 3 for
legend). Units 4 to 8 described in text. Vertical scale in metres; horizontal scale: m = muds, s = sands, p = pebble gravel, c = cobble gravel.
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ences. The Quaternary stratigraphy of adjoining areas to the
south and east has also been recently described by Plouffe
(2000), Plouffe and Levson (2001), Stumpf (2001), and
Mate and Levson (2001).

LATE WISCONSINAN GLACIAL DEPOSITS

AND OLDER SEDIMENTS

Quaternary sediments underlying till are rarely ex-
posed within the survey area but at a few sites a thick se-
quence of advance-phase glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial
deposits overlain by till has been described (Figure 11;
Levson et al., 1997a; Levson, 2001a). These sediments are
best exposed in the Dust Creek (e.g. Figure 12) and Babine
River valleys (Figure 1). The oldest exposed units overlie
bedrock and consist of a basal gravel unit (Unit 1, Figure 11)
of fluvial or glaciofluvial origin, overlain by well stratified,
very dense sands, silts and clays (Unit 2, Figure 11). Sedi-
ments of Unit 2 are interpreted as proximal glaciolacustrine
deposits. Their stratigraphic position indicates they were
deposited during the advance phase of the last glaciation in
the region. Their presence in the Dust Creek valley (Figure
11) provides evidence that glaciers in the Late Wisconsinan
occupied the Takla Lake valley before the southern Bait
Ranges were completely ice covered. The resulting
ice-damming of the Dust Creek drainage resulted in devel-
opment of a glacial lake in that valley. Likewise the presence
of glaciolacustrine sediments in the Babine River valley in-
dicates that glaciers in the Coast or Skeena mountains
dammed the Babine drainage during the advance phase of
the last glaciation.

A thick sequence of gravels and sands (Figure 12) that
overlie the glaciolacustrine deposits are interpreted as
glaciofluvial and ice-proximal deltaic deposits (Unit 3, Fig-
ure 11). The sands and gravels are overlain by glacigenic
diamicton. The diamicton sequence consists of several fa-
cies. Most common in the study area is a massive, matrix-
supported, dense, silty diamicton, interpreted as basal till
(Figures 8a and 8b). Other diamicton facies are less dense,
have a gravelly-sand matrix, and locally are crudely bedded.
These facies are interpreted as ice-marginal debris flow de-
posits (Figure 9a).

Morainal sediments of the last glaciation are the most
widespread Quaternary deposits (Figure 2) and include
compact, matrix-supported, silty diamictons interpreted as
lodgement and melt-out tills (Figures 8a and 8b). Also com-
mon are loose, massive to stratified, sandy to gravelly
diamictons of inferred glacigenic debris-flow origin. These
diamictons are often interbedded with stratified silt, sand or
gravel and commonly overlie basal till (Figure 9a). Basal
tills (Unit 4, Figure 11) usually unconformably overlie bed-
rock or glaciofluvial deposits. They form a cover of variable
thickness across much of the area and may occur as
hummocky, kettled, fluted or relatively flat topography.
Basal tills seldom occur at the surface, and are usually over-
lain by glacigenic debris-flow deposits (Unit 5, Figure 11),
glaciofluvial deposits (Unit 6, Figure 11), glaciolacustrine
sediments (Unit 7, Figure 11), organic deposits or, on steep
slopes, by resedimented diamictons of colluvial origin (Fig-
ure 2). Till thickness generally varies from a few to several

metres in low-lying areas, to less than a metre along bedrock
ridges and steep slopes. Till thickness on bedrock ridges is
much less than in the lee of bedrock highs. Thick exposures
of till (10 m or more) occur locally in main valleys and in
narrow valleys oriented perpendicular to the regional
ice-flow direction.

A Late Wisconsinan age for the last glaciation in the
Babine Lake region is indicated by radiocarbon dates on
wood and mammoth bones recovered from lacustrine de-
posits under till at the Bell Copper mine. Single fragments
of spruce (Picea sp.) and fir (Abies sp.), yielded dates of 42
900±1860 years B.P. (GSC-1657) and 43 800±1830 years
B.P. (GSC-1687). A date of 34 000±690 years B.P.
(GSC-1754) was obtained on mammoth bone collagen from
the interglacial sediments (Harington et al., 1974). Middle
Wisconsinan dates have also been obtained on subtill sedi-
ments elsewhere in the Nechako Plateau (Plouffe and
Levson, 2001). Palynological data from these interglacial
lake sediments are indicative of a shrub tundra vegetation
(Levson, 2001a; Plouffe and Levson, 2001). Morainal sedi-
ments in the Nechako Plateau region were assigned by Tip-
per (1971) to the Fraser glaciation, which is dated in several
parts of British Columbia as Late Wisconsinan (Ryder and
Clague, 1989).

The presence of Middle Wisconsinan sediments in the
Babine Lake valley has important implications for interpre-
tation of geochemical data in the region. For example, tills
overlying older lacustrine and glaciolacustrine deposits are
enr iched in clay-r ich sediments . In the case of
glaciolacustrine sediments, these clays are distally derived
and do not reflect local mineralization. Element concentra-
tions within these tills, normally useful for locating buried
mineral deposits, are therefore diluted by the more region-
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Figure 12. Late Quaternary sediments exposed at the Dust Creek
section (Section VLE-9614; see Figure 1 for location). Sands and
gravels at the surface overlie till and a thick, advance-phase,
glaciofluvial delta sequence. The basal unit is a thin
glaciolacustrine silt and clay unit, not visible in the photo.



ally derived clays and are not directly comparable with geo-
chemical results from tills derived from local bedrock
sources. As a consequence, for example, moderate concen-
trations of metals in tills in the Babine Lake valley, and in
other areas where sub-till lacustrine and glaciolacustrine
units are present, may be more significant than higher levels
of these metals in adjacent areas.

LATE WISCONSINAN DEGLACIAL DEPOSITS

Deposits formed during deglaciation include both
glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sediments. Glaciofluvial
deposits occur as outwash plains, eskers, kames, terraces
and fans in valley bottoms and along valley flanks. They
consist mainly of poorly to well sorted, stratified, pebble
and cobble gravels and sands of variable thickness. Eskers
are rare (Figure 4) and are composed mainly of stratified
gravels and sands and some diamicton. Glaciofluvial grav-
els and sands deposited in front and along the margins of re-
treating glaciers are widespread in the region (Figure 2).
Deposition of these sediments likely occurred as ice re-
treated up the main valleys and glaciofluvial drainage ex-
tended down valley. Exposures of glaciolacustrine
sediments usually occur in low-lying areas, often near mod-

ern lakes. Glacial lake sediments are thickest in areas below
about 750 metres in elevation. In these areas, geochemical
sampling of basal till is limited to areas of deeply incised ex-
posure.

Glacial lake levels at the end of the last glaciation were
controlled by ice dams. For example, ice dammed lakes
formed in some tributary valleys, such as the Dust Creek
valley, that became ice free when ice still occupied the ad-
joining main valleys. In addition, glacial lakes developed
along the margins of melting glaciers in the main valleys.
Maximum lake levels in large valleys in the region such as
the Babine Lake valley are recorded by deltaic deposits
(Figures 13a and b), the upper elevation of which is about
850 metres above sea level. Exposures in these raised deltas
reveal well stratified, sands and gravels (Figure 13). Steeply
dipping gravels are common in the foreset sequence of these
deltas (Figures 13a). Sandy units are common in some areas,
especially in lower elevation deltas, and locally show well
developed climbing ripple beds (Figures 13b). High level
delta gravels that probably formed in ice-dammed lakes,
commonly show deformation structures such as numerous
normal faults formed when the deltas partially collapsed as
ice melted and lake levels dropped (Figure 14). Isolated
glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial deltaic deposits occurring
at higher elevations (up to at about 1100 m) reflect more lo-
calized ice damming in smaller tributary valleys (Levson,
2001a).

Glaciolacustrine clays and thick tills in low-lying areas
are commonly a major impediment to exploration and make
interpretation of traditional soil geochemical data difficult
(Carter et al. 1995). However, a clear understanding of the
glacial history and the use of media-specific geochemical
exploration methods, such as basal till geochemistry, can be
effective in overcoming these obstacles (Levson, 2001a).
For example, surficial geology maps (Figure 2) can be used
to identify the dominant ice flow direction and to aid in the
selection of sample sites where basal tills are most likely to
be encountered near the surface. Extensive areas with
glaciolacustrine or glaciofluvial sediments are unlikely to
be suitable for detailed till geochemistry surveys, though re-
gional surveys can still be conducted. In areas where these
sediments occur, basal till samples can sometimes be ob-
tained from deep natural and manmade exposures such as
stream cuts, lakeshore bluffs and road cuts. In contrast, in-
discriminate sampling of different sediment types in these
areas, as is common in many traditional soil surveys, likely
will not yield useful results. Fortunately, the distribution of
these sediments is localized in many parts of the Babine dis-
trict (Figure 2).

HOLOCENE FLUVIAL, COLLUVIAL AND

ORGANIC DEPOSITS

The most dominant Holocene deposits in the region are
extensive areas of organic deposits (Figure 2). Low-lying
areas in relatively low relief parts of the region are charac-
terized by numerous marshes and shallow lakes filled with
organic sediment consisting of decayed marsh vegetation
with minor sand, silt and clay. Holocene fluvial sediments in
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Figure 13a. Raised glaciofluvial delta gravels with steep, west
dipping foreset bedding on the east side of Babine Lake.

Figure 13b. Climbing ripples in glaciofluvial sands deposited in
the topset sequence of a raised delta east of Fulton Lake.



the area are dominated by channel gravels and sands and
floodplain silts, fine sands and organics.

Colluvial deposits are most common in high relief areas
(Figure 15). Steep slopes commonly have a thin veneer of
weathered and broken bedrock clasts in a loose sandy ma-
trix. These deposits grade downhill into a thicker cover of
colluvial diamicton derived from both local bedrock and till
remobilized by gravity after deposition. Colluvial veneers
commonly overlie thin tills on steep slopes. Accumulations
of talus are relatively uncommon due to the overall subdued
topography, but they do occur below steep rocky cliffs that
are locally present in the more mountainous parts of the area
(e.g. Figure 15a).

A number of large postglacial alluvial fans and fan del-
tas occur along the margins of lakes such as Morrison,
Nakinilerak, Babine, and Takla lakes (Figure 2). Extensive
areas of fluvial sediments, locally underlain by glaciofluvial
gravels and overlain by organic deposits, occur along the

southeast-trending valley areas (e.g. Figure 15b) that extend
beyond and between these lakes (Figure 2).

In spite of the complex surficial geology of the Babine
region and the typically thick overburden (Figure 15b), till
geochemistry can be used effectively to identify buried cop-
per deposits in the region. For example, there is strong rela-
tionship between copper concentrations in regional basal till
samples and copper mineralization in bedrock (Levson,
2001a). For example, the distribution of sites with highly
anomalous (>98th percentile) copper concentrations in till
shows a clear relationship with the locations of known cop-
per occurrences. This relationship is readily seen at the larg-
est of these occurrences (Trail Peak, Nak, Wolf, Morrison,
Hearne Hill, Saturday, and Lennac prospects, and the Bell
and Granisle porphyry copper mines), as discussed in subse-
quent chapters.

ICE-FLOW HISTORY

During the Late Wisconsinan, ice initially moved
southeasterly through the study area from the Skeena
Mountains. The dominance of valley-parallel (southeast
trending) streamlined landforms in the Babine valley region
(Figures 16 and 17) suggests that the most significant event
in the area, in terms of glacial dispersal, was a southeasterly
ice flow event. However, in the western Nechako Plateau
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Figure 15a. Colluvial talus slopes on the south side of the cirque at
the headwaters of Frypan Creek in the Bait Range.

Figure 15b. Typical view of the Babine region illustrating the thick
and complex surficial cover in valley settings. Although glacial,
glaciolacustrine, glaciofluvial, fluvial and organic deposits occur
in the valleys, the potential for the discovery of buried mineral
deposits is high if media-specific programs such as basal till
geochemistry are utilized.

Figure 14. Small-scale normal faulting in sands and gravels in a
raised glaciofluvial delta deposit near Babine Lake. Normal faults
of varying size are abundant and indicate collapse toward the
valley centre, probably as a result of removal of ice support and
lowering of Glacial Lake Babine in the late Pleistocene. Photo is
65 cm high.



and in the adjoining Babine Range and Hazelton Mountains,
anomalous westerly ice-flow indicators are present and indi-
cate a regional, west to southwest flow event (Levson et al.,
1997a, 1998; Stumpf et al., 2000). Recent results suggest this
was a more recent and widespread event than previously
thought. This new data is significant in terms of interpreting

results from drift exploration programs in central British
Columbia (Ferbey and Levson, 2001).

Indications of this westerly ice-flow event include
well-developed roche moutonnée (e.g. Figure 18a),
drumlinoids, rat-tails and striae (Figure 18b) which indi-
cate ice-flow toward the west over the Babine Range and
Hazelton Mountains. In many areas this westerly flow
was independent of topography, indicated for example by
upslope flows in the Dome Mountain area (Levson et al.,
1997a, 1998). Similar westerly ice-flow indicators were
previously reported in the vicinity of the Equity Silver
mine and in the Babine Range (Ney et al., 1972; Tipper,
1994).

At the Late Wisconsinan glacial maximum, ice cov-
ered all but the highest peaks in the region and movement
appears to have been relatively unaffected by topography.
In the Bait Range for example, the ice surface was in ex-
cess of 1950 metres which is indicated by glacial erratics
and regionally trending striae and flutings on top of Fry-
pan Peak (elevation 1931 m, Levson et al., 1997a). At the
height of the last glaciation, ice flowed from ice domes/di-
vides located to the east of the Babine Lake valley toward
the Coast (Figure 19). Preserved evidence of west flow is
not restricted to elevations above 2000 metres but is also
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Figure 16. Well developed fluted and drumlinized topography
exposed in a clear-cut north of Babine Lake, southeast of the Hearne
Hill property. Ice-flow direction is from the right to the left
(southeasterly). The light-toned area in the photo center is bedrock
exposed on the stoss end of a large crag-and-tail.

Figure 18b. Striae with directional indicators on bedrock in the
southern Babine Mountains.

Figure 18a. Roche moutonnée on the east side of Dome Mountain
in the southern Babine Mountains. Paleoflow indicators are
westerly at the site (see text for discussion).

Figure 17. Southeasterly ice-flow indicators in the Old Fort
Mountain (NTS 93 M/1) and Fulton Lake (NTS 93 L/16) map areas
(modified after Huntley et al., 1996b and Stumpf et al., 1996b).



present locally along valley bottoms such as the Babine
Lake valley, especially in the lee (SE side) of topographic
obstructions, where it was preserved from later val-
ley-parallel flow. Cross-cutting striae (Figure 20) observed
at several locations suggest the westward event occurred at
the maximum of the Late Wisconsinan glaciation, after gla-
cier advance along valleys and prior to late-stage, re-
treat-phase flow that was topographically controlled in
many areas (Figure 16).

Tipper (1994) postulated that westerly ice flow patterns
in the southern Babine Mountains and in the Equity Silver
area represented a relict flow pattern from an earlier glaci-
ation or possibly from an early phase of the last glaciation
when movement of ice towards the Coast Mountains oc-
curred as the result of the development of an ice dome in the
central part of the Interior Plateau. Levson et al. (1997a,
1998) and Stumpf et al. (2000), however, inferred that the
westerly ice-flow features that they observed formed during
the later part of the Late Wisconsinan glaciation. The main
evidence for this is the preservation of westerly trending
paleoflow indicators at low elevations in the Babine and
Bulkley valleys at sites which would not have been pro-
tected from later valley-parallel (southeasterly) flow.

The full extent and timing of the westerly flow event
and its effects on dispersal are the subjects of continuing in-
vestigation (e.g. Ferbey and Levson, 2001). Evidence for
west flow is most readily found west of the Babine Lake val-
ley and diminishes eastward suggesting that the Babine val-
ley was near the eastward limit of the divide or that
ice-center migration east of that area was not long-lived.
Consequently, westward flow apparently did not influence
glacial dispersal to any great extent in the Babine Lake val-

ley but it did have a significant effect farther west. In the
Babine area, valley-parallel, southeastward flow occurred
at the end of the last glaciation. However, since evidence for
westward flow is preserved in the Babine Lake area and in
other valleys at unprotected, low elevation sites, the ero-
sional effects of the later, valley-parallel flows must have
been minimal. These observations suggest that the maxi-
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Figure 19. Approximate location of
an interior ice divide/dome in west
central British Columbia (dashed
line, updated from Levson et al.,
1998; Levson and Stumpf, 1998)
when ice was near its maximum
thickness in the region. Sites with
documented wester ly f low
indicators (arrows) are shown in the
Babine and Hazelton mountains
(Levson et al., 1998; Stumpf et al.,
2000; Levson, 2001a), Ootsa Lake
area (Mate and Levson, 2001;
Ferbey and Levson, 2001) ,
Terrace/Kitimat area (Clague,1984)
and Nass River area
(McCuaig,1997). East of the dashed
line, only easterly ice flow indicators
have been found (Plouffe, 1996,
2000; Levson et al., 1998, 1999) but
the divide/dome may have extended
farther east at the glacial maximum.
During latest glacial times, ice
centers developed in some parts of
the Coast Mountains causing locally
complex ice-flow reversals. Shaded
contour intervals are 1000, 1500 and
2000 metres above sea level.

Figure 20. Cross-cutting striae on outcrop just north of the Bell
Mine in the Babine Lake valley. Deep flutings and roche
moutonnée forms indicate that the main flow in the area was
southeasterly (155°). Cross-cutting striae show a local progression
in ice flow from southeasterly (130°), to southerly (170°) and
finally southwesterly (234°). Similar data observed at many sites
suggests that valley-parallel flow dominated in the area and was
replaced by southwesterly flow late in glaciation (Levson, 2001a).
Evidence of very late, valley-parallel flow is not preserved at this
site but occurs elsewhere.



mum buildup of interior ice extended late into the last glaci-
ation.

During deglaciation, ice flow was increasingly con-
trolled by topography as the glaciers thinned. Striae and
other ice-flow indicators that locally diverge from the re-
gional trend reflect this topographically influenced ice-flow
during waning stages of glaciation. A more complex local
ice-flow history is indicated by highly variable striae trends
at a few sites (Figure 2). Topographic control of ice flow
during the latter phases is also apparent in many areas of
high relief. In these areas, ice flow is clearly indicated by the
presence of well developed cirque basins on the north and
east facing sides of large mountains (e.g. Figure 15a).

Deglaciation appears to have occurred largely as a re-
sult of regional downwasting of the ice sheet. This is consis-
tent with the preservation of westerly ice flow indicators in
settings exposed to later valley-parallel flows. This model
of deglaciation is also supported by the abundance of melt-
water channels in the region and by the presence of
hummocky moraine and gravelly surface tills in many areas
(Figure 2). In addition, terminal or lateral moraines, indica-
tive of active valley glaciers in the later phases of glaciation,
are rare in the region. Alateral moraine on the south flank of
a high mountain in the Bait Range (Figures 21a and 21b), is
one of the few well developed moraines in the area. The mo-
raine indicates that an active glacier margin stabilized in that
region at an elevation of about 1600 m asl. When the ice sur-
face lowered below that level, regional stagnation appar-
ently occurred with only local reactivation of valley
glaciers.
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Figure 21b. Aerial view of lateral moraine shown in Figure 21a
showing the extent of the moraine and its gentle slope.

Figure 21a. Late Pleistocene lateral moraine on the south flank of
an unnamed mountain northwest of Frypan Peak. The moraine is
unusually well preserved and extends for a few kilometres along
the side of the mountain. It marks the location of a significant
late-glacial ice margin in the region at an elevation of about 1600
metres. Note the large number of erratics in places on the moraine
surface. The man (at left) is standing on bedrock outcropping
above the moraine.


